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Dear friends and colleagues of Robin Meredith-
Kramer,
 
There are some TV and radio spots lately that
have a woman who has started a small business
that she always wanted to start.  It is a music
school.  Whenever I hear it I can't help but
think of all of you and the work that you do. 
She thanks her mother who encouraged her to
follow her dreams.  She thanks an aunt who
drove her to piano lessons.  Another relative is

thanked for helping to purchase that first used spinet.  She thanks her husband
for cleaning out their big room over the garage and helping to turn it into the
music studio.  And most importantly to her, she thanks all those who supported
her belief in herself!

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001WdQ_5m3Lby4A5Dr2LcnyeX52Q-ZydtyMmt4EKfk-m18EKu2nRVLiIIXLRwOgIvMRoilRjdYb8hbeGUFichsMqwxU3ZfECVaEtyrjuXY_X7NeCmamFIdwsBfD6GEsD6aPowVQEUC3MV2h7Kw-iQi3GuVB52vhDxPjOAqoANpWZHhtz9YxJ9_LI8HH2CMoBotYcx-issK3a3y5XM3T9jTGQn0EOj43vdcYRnQnE_LIFuA5ZFVd6qe65TU0n2bG3q1N6PjTlmmhjnkLFmRaxzcXgQ==&c=&ch=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001WdQ_5m3Lby4A5Dr2LcnyeX52Q-ZydtyMmt4EKfk-m18EKu2nRVLiIEvJ1Mk-rXfuDdM1Kmu1YnKK7P6kQfVwUhABeH-csft-ZHta74XLCNZV8ZzujzymRGchAN1Q92XhenPpRYXQnCgqhPU0-EQDLYlTRe8BW2MJ&c=&ch=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001WdQ_5m3Lby4A5Dr2LcnyeX52Q-ZydtyMmt4EKfk-m18EKu2nRVLiIEvJ1Mk-rXfuSImJOspG_Uib461inEe4KKdnsx6_nDqQnuM6a2Qa-xPDEkWYw2Bn7QvwVMLSTjbzBZbvZ9RqxZmJd_fLXiNDkbJ-lKnaUXCK&c=&ch=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001WdQ_5m3Lby4A5Dr2LcnyeX52Q-ZydtyMmt4EKfk-m18EKu2nRVLiIEvJ1Mk-rXfu30HSs3g7drspCKPDJN25aGmh_x60DwaNvFSIaSpT-4zZBMOqnEwT8I9m04ijSWSmVFh0ck7B119UcCcpjAddyejyEY1_xsP7&c=&ch=
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Upcoming
Events

NOVEMBER

November 23, 2015
PROGRAM: 
Susan Osborn
Awards
Competition
Repertoire
Meeting at Rolling
Meadows Library
   
9:15 A.M. IMT Chat
9:45 A.M. meeting

DECEMBER

Monday, December
7, 2015
Holiday Party
10 A.M.- 11:30 A.M.
  
Home of Deborah
Lynch 
28880 Sky Crest
Drive Mundelein  

JANUARY

Monday, January 4,
2016 Postmark
Deadline: AIM
Levels 5-12 Theory
Exams
Send entries to
Helen Chang

 
I'm writing this monthly newsletter for Robin because she too reminds me of
the woman in the ads.  Robin is always grateful for each day and the newness it
brings.  Like all of you, Robin has a gift that she can share with others -
music. I've been so fortunate to witness this gift and be a beneficiary of it
since 1977.
 
The day I met Robin, the first thing I asked her was if she had a measuring
tape. Not so odd a request to a future landlord (of sorts) from a  fifth-rate
piano player who wanted to know if his only prized possession (an old upright
piano) would fit in the door.  Robin, the eternal optimist, ran and got me the
tape and the rest is history. 
 
Now you might ask who is this guy and why is he sharing this personal
information with us this month.  The answer is simple.  There is a musical
message in my meeting up with Robin and a couple of piano teachers from the
past that helped shaped the musical me.  When I was 6, I was forced to take
piano lessons from a nun who wielded a mighty ruler and could slam the
keyboard lid faster than a speeding bullet.  I had a grandmother, mother, and
older sister who listened to me practice at home and criticized each time I hit
the wrong note.  Needless to say piano lessons were not much fun and neither
was practice. 
 
By the time I was in 3rd grade I wanted out.  I would fantasize about which
fingers I could lose that would get me outta taking piano lessons, yet still let
me function later in life.  I was a man of vision back then.   It wasn't until I was
in the fifth grade that I met a piano teacher who was exactly what I needed. 
 
We met weekly at the local music store, in this closet-like space that had a
chair, a piano bench, and a spinet in it.  The lessons were $3.00 a half-
hour. How piano lessons were run back then was pretty much how they are
today. The teacher would try to motivate the student.  The teacher would help
the student select songs (that would be at an appropriate level) that would be
practiced until a certain proficiency was reached. Seemed like a win-win
situation.
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Monday, January
18, 2016
PROGRAM: IMT
(Independent Music
Teachers) - Helen
Grosshans &
Deborah Lynch
"TED Talks:
Teaching Tips"
Rolling Meadows
Library  9:15 A.M.
IMT Chat  
9:45 A.M. Meeting

Monday, January
25, 2016
9:45 A.M. 
AIM JUDGES'
MEETING for
January Exam
Rolling Meadows
Library

 
The only problem was that this student still had the "3 mothers" back at home
tuning their ears; and I didn't care much for the songs that I supposedly had a
"say" in selecting. 
 
What I did have was a creative teacher, who not only had long, slender fingers
that seemed to glide over the keys, but he was a jazz composer. How he loved
to play the piano!  He quickly ascertained that the only way the two of us would
be able to accomplish any musical goals that my parents were paying for, was
for us to come to a compromise. Looking back, it was kinda brilliant.
 
Every six months there was a recital.  At the recital, it was expected that each
student would perform a song that they had been trying to perfect.  Our deal
was that my teacher would continue to take his $3 each week.  What I was
expected to do was somehow learn to read sheet music for a song that my
mother had selected.  I agreed to learn that song as long as the night of the
recital, I would perform the song playing an introduction that I composed and to
finish the song, add an original ending created by moi. 
 
What transpired over the next several years is what helped me develop my
ears.  Each week I would walk into the cramped room, take a seat on the lone
chair, while my teacher sat on the piano bench.  He would ask me if I had
practiced "Three Coins in the Fountain" and I would say I was thinking about it, 
(thinking that I was still a couple of coins short.)  He would ask what I would
like to do for the remaining 29 minutes, if I wasn't prepared to play. I asked if
he would mind playing for me and I would sit in bliss watching, learning, and
listening to a grand teacher and pianist spin his musical magic. 
 
A couple of years later, everyone wanted me in their rock & roll bands because I
wrote songs! I wrote songs for classmates and got to perform them once a
month on Fridays in school.  I got popular, not because my songs were any
good, but because I helped make others popular!  This helped me learn how to
deal with stage fright.  By the time I got to college, I was performing regularly
in a coffeehouse that was created in a resident hall for the intention of me
being the featured act.  Evenings in the dorm I would got down to the cramped,
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closet-like piano room that was next to the laundry room.  The piano rooms in
dorms don't usually have room for even a chair, but I was used to tight places. 
I would turn off the lights and leave the door cracked open and write songs.  I
always played in the dark; just in case I ever went blind . . . I wanted to still be
able to make music.  Old habits die hard.  At times I still would try playing with
only 9 fingers . . . just in case my old fantasies of losing a digit came true.
 
That day I first met Robin I learned that she was majoring in music and had
been a piano teacher already for a number of years.  I was close to 30 years old
and at an impasse in my musical life.  I had a good ear for music, but I still was
a 5th rate piano player who couldn't read music.  I could remember what a "C"
looked like and a couple of other right-hand notes, but that was it.  I
desperately wanted to be a musician, but I knew in my heart what a true
musician was and I was not one.  One night, sitting under the stars, Robin told
me that maybe I wasn't a musician - according to my definition, but what I was,
was a composer. 
 
Because of that little sentence, I was able to start thinking of myself in a totally
different frame of mind and my songwriting took off.  I still look back to that
night and thank those stars we were sitting under for allowing me to meet such
an inspirational person and teacher.
 
And so, from the newsletter that I have read from the past, I gather that it is
the seated President's challenge to somehow encourage all you teachers to
continue the fine work that you do daily. 
 
This month's message is simple.  Out there, there are past, present, and future
students that you have touched. You have said or done or shown them
something that they will carry with them for the rest of their lives.  Most of you
might never be fortunate enough to know what you once said or did that
inspired your student(s) for the remainder of their life/lives. It might be
something to do with music and it might not.  Know that each of you are
blessed with the ability to share an art that is old as time.  You don't always get
to see the end results, but that is not the reason you do what you do.  You do it
because you love it and when you love it, it shows!
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**********************************************************************************************
 
Robin says to remind you:
 
"Anyone who went to the state conference at Moody, and would like to report on
a session or some aspect they enjoyed, please let me know by Monday morning.
 
Our next meeting is this Monday, November 23rd, at the Rolling Meadows
Library. An IMT (Independent Music Teachers' Chat) will begin at 9:15 am. I will
be there to chat informally with anyone about teaching, learning, the latest
music you've heard that inspired you. At 9:45 am our business meeting will
begin, and hopefully, if we have enough people to begin on time, our Awards
Competition program will begin at 10:30 am, with our very knowledgeable
presenter, Dr Susan Osborn. The Awards Repertoire Lists are on our website.
Please look them over and bring in any scores you might be interested in or
have questions on.
 
Next month we have no official meeting, but our Holiday party will be on
Monday, December 8th, at 10:00 am, at the lovely home of our gracious
hostess, Deb Lynch, in Mundelein! Come for some fun and music and relaxation
with your peers." - Robin Meredith-Kramer
 
*******************************************************************************************
 
 " . . . As God is my witness, I thought turkeys could fly . . . "
From WKRP in Cincinnati episode "Turkeys Away" - October 30, 1978.
(Mr. Carlson decides to take a more hands-on managerial approach by doing the
greatest Thanksgiving promotion in radio history - dropping live turkeys from a
helicopter.)
 
-              Will Kramer
 
Yours in All Musical Endeavors,
Robin Meredith-Kramer
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NWSMTA - President

Bev Taylor    Vonnie Mrozinski    Helen Grosshans    Jennifer Cohen  
Presenters from NWSMTA at the ISMTA conference."Do the Studio Crawl"
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NWSMTA Member of the Year 2015
Sandra Leibowitz, NCTM
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NWSMTA - the group that does it all...
together.

Dr. Susan Osborne

Dr. Susan Osborn will be
presenting our Awards repertoire
on Monday, November 23.     
Please remember that we will be
meeting at the regular time,
9:45 for our business meeting
and 10:30 for her presentation  (
(Note that this time is different
that what is listed in the
yearbook!)

In addition to studying at Northwestern, Susan
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Ramey Osborn has studied at University of
North Carolina, Chapel Hill (master's degree),

Smith College (bachelor's degree), and The New School for Music Study in
Princeton, New Jersey (professional teaching certificate). She also studied at
the American Conservatory at Fontainebleau, France, and L'Ecole Normale de
Musique, Paris, under a Harriet Hale Woolley Scholarship. Her performance
teachers included Robert Miller, Serge Petitgirard, Michael Zenge, Phyllis
Rappeport, Francis Whang, Jacob Lateiner, and David Kaiserman. Dr. Osborn
studied pedagogy under Frances Clark, Louise Goss, Sam Holland, Frances
Larimer, Elvina Truman Pearce, and Marcia Bosits. Dr. Osborn is also on the
piano faculties of Northwestern University's Music Academy and Interlochen Arts
Camp. Her teaching experience includes both private and group instruction for
students of all ages and levels. As a performer, she has presented numerous
recitals and has appeared as a soloist with orchestras. She is active as a
performer and adjudicator in the Chicago area, a member of the honorary
music society, Pi Kappa Lambda, and a member of Music Teachers National
Association.
Since our time does not allow for in-depth presentation of ALL the pieces, Dr.
Osborn will be concentrating on the following pieces - please feel free to bring
your music so you can follow along and take notes. 
 
Primary List A - Ride Ride, Kabalevsky
Primary List B - Cradle Song, Kullak
Elementary List A - Scherzo in A minor, Weber
Elementary List B - Pink, Starer
Junior List A - Butterfly, Grieg
Junior List B - Prelude, Ravel
Intermediate List A - Waltz in E minor, Chopin
Intermediate List B - Bruyeres - Debussy
Senior List A - Rage over the Lost Penny, Beethoven
Senior List B - Nocturne - Barber
 

College Scholarship $1000
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Just a reminder to start preparing your high school students, majoring in music
next fall at a college or university, for the college scholarship.   The past
winners and their families have been very appreciative for the  money to help
pay for  extra expenses.
Complete rules and forms are on the website and you can call or send  an email
if you have any questions.

GRAND PIANO FOR SALE

The piano is a Yamaha C-2 grand piano 5'8.  It is in perfect condition-and has
been very well cared for.  It was bought from Hendricks Piano of Downers Grove
in 2000.  Hendricks said they would sell it for $15,000.  The sellers are asking
$12,000.

Interested parties can contact us at the owner's  email:

janeclodfelter1@gmail.com

or phone:
847-381-0539
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A Note from the Editor
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Sincerely,
Deb Lynch  
Newsletter Editor 

Holiday Party Invitation
 
Monday, December 7th, 2015
10:00 AM - 11:30 AM

Deb Lynch's home
28880 N. Sky Crest Dr. 
Mundelein
Click on address to see map.

Bring a plate of something (food item) to share.  Bring your favorite holiday
music for all to enjoy.  

We work so hard together, it's nice to take time to party together, too.  

Deb

Note from the Editor
A teacher's first inclination might be that the person you most want to work
with possess talent.  But given time, the teacher will realize that what they
really wish the person they're working with possessed, is the  banal ability to
just show up each day to do the work.  The person who works with focus and
commitment will find continuous success in their improvement.  They pay
attention to their mentor's suggestions and accept constructive criticism.  They
turn the teacher's guidance into a "how to" guide to mastery.

The most knowledgable people cannot make changes in their performance,
unless the knowledge is paired with action.  They may have the knowledge, but
if the muscles aren't trained to do it to the point that it no longer takes effort,
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if the muscles aren't trained to do it to the point that it no longer takes effort,
they will not be free to produce the changes necessary to match what they
know.

The difference between the elites and the amateurs is that the elites go after
feedback for the slightest incremental improvement.  They pay attention to the
subtle, in order to reach higher and higher levels of success.  They track down
the best teachers to help them improve.  They read and study what others can
teach them.  They constantly review their own progress, seeking to go to a
deeper layer.  The elites have already mastered the basics, so they are  free to
keep moving toward loftier goals.  To misquote Dr. Phil, "The elites do what
the amateurs don't want to."

The above may appear to be describing the collaboration between a music
teacher and their student, but it actually was based on a talk I heard a fitness
trainer deliver.    Unfortunately, I'm an amateur at fitness.  But I could
understand his talk on a deeper level, when I considered the parallels in our
goals.

Deborah Lynch
Newsletter editor

With Heavy Hearts - Reid Alexander 
It is with great sadness and a heavy
heart that I report the news we received
earlier today that Professor Reid
Alexander passed
away Wednesday evening at Barnes
Jewish Hospital in St. Louis. This
morning, I spoke with his wife, Jo Ellen
DeVillbiss, who noted that he passed
away peacefully, surrounded by family
and close friends. 
 

It is impossible to accurately describe the impact of an individual's career in
just a few short paragraphs, and even more difficult when that person is also a
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friend, but here is a brief account.  After receiving his Masters of Music from
the University of Illinois in 1973, Professor Alexander held brief appointments
at both Eastern Illinois University (1973-74) and Lawrence University
Conservatory of Music (1974-1978), before joining the University of Illinois in
August 1979 as an Assistant Professor of Music.  He was promoted to Associate
Professor with indefinite tenure in 1985, and to the rank of Professor in 1992. 
He served as chair of the Piano Pedagogy division for many years.
 
Over his years as an educator and mentor to countless students, his
contributions to the music community have been significant, his achievements
many, and his research in piano pedagogy well known and far reaching.  In the
1980s he developed the undergraduate piano pedagogy curriculum and assisted
in  compiling the School of Music student advising handbook, which has served
and will continue to serve as valuable tools for colleagues and  students in the
future. 
 
Professor Alexander was active and productive up to his final months.  In
recent years, he has been a featured artist and clinician at several conferences
and on several campuses in the U.S. and abroad. Last year saw publication of
the 10th edition of his co-edited book Keyboard Musicianship, Vol. 2, a
standard in the field. During this sabbatical last spring, he charmed and
impressed many students in Seoul, South Korea, with his solo recital at IBK Hall
of Seoul Arts Center and master class, as reported on the School's
website: http://www.music.illinois.edu/news_items/prof-alexander-in-korea.
 
Meanwhile, he has contributed much service to the School.  Until resigning from
the Executive Committee just last month, he had been a diligent and thoughtful
member of that group and of the Promotion Committee, for which he served
two years as chair.  His keen interest in the well-being of the entire school, and
his knowledge of its history, were tremendous assets to all of us.
 
Our sympathy goes out to his family and broad circle of friends, current and
former students, whose devotion to Prof. Alexander has become increasingly
evident during the past few months of his illness.
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We will send more information about any memorial event as plans come
together.   
 
 
Jeffrey Magee
Professor and Director
School of Music
University of Illinois
Urbana, IL 61801
217-244-6449

____________________________________________________________
Northwest Suburban Music Teachers Association
Robin Meredith-Kramer, President
Maureen Flood, Website
Deborah Lynch, Newsletter
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